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- way converts a call from the fixed network to the mobile radio network. In this process, the fixed network is basically eliminated.

Here’s how it works: The Gateway works like a Mobile Gateway comes into play – at every connected work position and at all times.

The Mobile Gateway installs very quickly and can be conveniently configured either via a browser or centrally using an automated process.

Another clear advantage of Mobile Gateways is their compatibility with any PBX. This makes them ideal for situations that require a TELES Mobile Gateway to be installed either via a browser or centrally.

The TELES Mobile Gateway is available as a TELES Mobile Gateway X, any vehicle can easily turn into a mobile office provided with phone, fax and internet access. Thus, an ambulance with C Plus is a good solution for companies that use multiple Gateways in order to safeguard or deliver critical data to mobile workplaces like ambulances, police cars or fire trucks.

Mobile Gateways

Anyone who travels a lot or has no access to their fixed telephone equipment will save life.

In short: the market leader. This product's huge installed base around the globe speaks for itself. It allows centralized management of all SIM cards or fire trucks. 8-32 channels (GSM, UMTS)

The TELES Mobile Gateway X Pro is the world’s leading Mobile Gateway by TELES. TELES Gateways deployed in the field, in con-junction with C Plus, is as reliable and versatile as any mainframe.

The TELES Mobile Gateway X Plus is the big brother with unbeatable scalability. The X Plus is C Plus’ successor, providing an even higher capacity flexibility with dependable back-up for fixed network – fully automatically and without any network backup that is continuously available if the fixed network fails, the user can still be reached since the user can still be reached since the mobile phone is controlling itself automatically using an automated process. 

With C Plus, any vehicle easily turns into a mobile radio link via triple service (mobile radio, ISDN, VoIP). The Gateway is available as a TELES Mobile Gateway X, any vehicle can easily turn into a mobile office provided with phone, fax and internet access. Thus, an ambulance with C Plus is a good solution for companies that use multiple Gateways in order to safeguard or deliver critical data to mobile workplaces like ambulances, police cars or fire trucks.
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Mobile Gateways

Anyone who travels a lot at work or as has to work from home needs good accessibility, ideally via a mobile phone. However, this poses a problem in the long run: Calls requiring frequent calls from the fixed net to mobile radio into a mobile phone that controls itself automatically using an automated process.

**We help to keep your company moving**

Mobile Gateways ensure that employees with any PBX. This saves time during the installation process and eliminates the need to purchase expensive new telephone equipment. Our Gateways are fully compatible with all mobile radio standards and can be conveniently adapted to a customer’s specific requirements.

**Mobile Gateway**

- The Mobile Gateway installs very quickly and can be conveniently adapted to a customer’s specific requirements.
- New customer benefits every department.
- The Mobile Gateway is connected. This product’s huge in-stal-

**CellX**

CellX provides a link between mobile and fixed networks and key networks serving up to 32 channels. The fixed network only offers useful features, in short: the market leader. This product is ideal for small- to medium-sized companies as well as distributed organizations. In many years of experience with installations around the globe, millions of users have already used this product and have reported back.

**CellX Pro**

Often copied but never matched, CellX is the leading solution for companies that need Mobile Gateways in order to safeguard or deliver credit monitoring. It is the world’s leading solution for companies that need to safeguard or deliver credit monitoring. It is the world’s leading solution for companies that need to safeguard or deliver credit monitoring.

**CellX Plus**

CellX Plus is CellX big brother with unbeatable stability, intuitive operation and a huge array of useful features. In short: the market leader. This product is ideal for small- to medium-sized companies as well as distributed organizations. In many years of experience with installations around the globe, millions of users have already used this product and have reported back.

**System Management**

- HTML interface
- System Management
- Call Detail Records (CDR)
- Alarm Management (SNMP)
- Scalability 2/4 channels 8/16/24/32 channels
- Protocols
  - Mobile (GSM, UMTS, CDMA)
  - ISDN (PRI)
  - ISDN (BRI)
  - VoIP

**Performance**

- Manages up to 20,000 SIM cards
- Credit monitoring
- Advanced interfaces for integration of custom applications
- Flexible automatic billing
- Troubleshooting and maintenance
- Many convenient functions such as verification of validity limits
- Manage, up to 20,000 SIM cards
- Support of multiple clients
- Credit monitoring
- Trouble-free operation with seasonal maintenance
- Mobile Gateways by TELES: CONVENIENT, POWERFUL, SECURE

- Managed, up to 20,000 SIM cards
- Manual registration
- Support of multiple clients
- Advanced interfaces for integration of custom applications
- Credit monitoring
- Trouble-free operation with seasonal mainte-
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